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ABSTRACT

“California” are not presented in the web pages of those schools.

Recently social collaboration projects such as Wikipedia and
Flickr have been gaining popularity, and more and more social tag
information is being accumulated. In this study, we demonstrate
how to effectively use social tags created by humans to find
similar items. We create a query-by-example interface for finding
similar items through offering examples as a query. Our work
aims to measure the similarity between a query, expressed as a
group of items, and another item through utilizing the tag
information. We show that using human-generated tags to find
similar items has at least two major challenges: popularity bias
and the missing tag effect. We propose several approaches to
overcome the challenges. We build a prototype website allowing
users to search over all entries in Wikipedia based on tag
information, and then collect 600 valid questionnaires from 69
students to create a benchmark for evaluating our algorithms
based on user satisfaction. Our results show that the presented
techniques are promising and surpass the leading commercial
product, Google Sets, in terms of user satisfaction.

As a potential solution to this problem, we study methodologies
for providing a “query-by-example” interface. In this interface,
users provide a few representative examples of the ultimate
information they seek. The system then returns search results most
similar to the examples provided; for instance, to find outstanding
graduate schools, a user may issue a query like “Caltech, UC
Berkeley” and expects that the system will return similar
outstanding schools in California such as UCLA and Stanford
University.
The major challenge in building such a system is to identify
similar items based on the user-provided set of examples. In this
study, we leverage the tag clouds that are collaboratively created
by web users in defining and measuring the similarity between
multiple items. To verify the effectiveness of our solutions, we
conduct experiments on one of the largest social collaboration
projects, Wikipedia. In the Wikipedia dataset, we consider a wiki
page or entry as an entity and a category label of a page as a tag.
We aim to identify and rank entities that are similar to the userprovided examples based on tag information.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]:
Information Search and Retrieval – clustering, information
filtering, retrieval models, selection process.

As other researchers [9] have noted, the uncontrolled nature of
user-generated metadata, such as free-form tagging in Wikipedia,
often causes problems of imprecision and ambiguity when these
tags are used as a foundation of designing algorithms. In our
study, we identify and deal with two challenges associated with
free-form uncontrolled tag clouds: popularity bias and the missing
tag effect (Section 3.2).

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
World Wide Web (WWW), Social tags, Information retrieval,
Entity resolution, Folksonomy

We propose several approaches to overcome the challenges and
subsequently build a prototype website allowing users to issue a
query by examples. Our results show that our techniques are able
to return a sizable number of high-quality similar items even when
the user provides only a few examples in the query. The proposed
approaches are evaluated against a benchmark dataset that is built
based on 600 valid questionnaire responses from 69 students. In
terms of user satisfaction, the questionnaire responses show that
our techniques outperform Google Sets.

1. INTRODUCTION
The dominant interface of search engines today requires users to
pinpoint their information needs with a few keywords. However,
users sometimes find it difficult to identify the keywords that best
describe their needs. For example, a user who plans to apply for a
graduate school in California may issue the query “outstanding
universities in California”. Many outstanding schools, such as
Stanford University, are missing in the top results of all major
search engines, because the keywords “outstanding” and

In summary, we highlight our contributions as follows:
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We investigate how to extract a set of similar items through
analyzing noisy social tags created by human beings, and
show that the tag information is effective in identifying
relevant similar items.
We identify and solve two challenges in tag-based search
frameworks: popularity bias and the missing tag effect.
We propose and compare several models based on tag
information. We build algorithms on top of these models,
and study their advantages and disadvantages.



We perforrm an extensive evaluation baseed on user surveys
and show that in terms of
o user satisfactiion, our tag-baseed
oogle Sets in mo
ost testing cases.
approachees outperform Go

We de fine the functioon
as an operation for aacquiring all
entitiess associated withh the tag . For example,
:
:
,
:
. ., :
. In addition,
∪… N
we deefine
, , … as
Namely, in
∪
∪
Exampple
1,
:
, :
:
, :
.

22. PROBLE
EM OVERV
VIEW
T
The essential pro
oblem can be phrrased as the follo
owing: users waant
too retrieve relevaant items sharin
ng some charactteristics, and theeir
qqueries are com
mposed of repreesentative examp
ples with desireed
ccharacteristics. We
W consider th
he “query-by-exa
ample” task as a
pprocess of findin
ng similar itemss in a dataset, where
w
the query is
ccomposed of a nu
umber of items from
f
the same daataset.

Withouut referring to the content off an entity, wee limit our
similariity measuremennt to tag informaation. One mighht argue that
tag-entiity relations arre unreliable annd sometimes a reasonable
relationn is missing from
m an entity. We will discuss theese concerns
regardiing the imperfectt nature later in Section 3.2.

A
Assuming a userr issues a query :
,
, . . . , the input to th
he
fr
framework is thee query itself, where
w
should
d be composed of
eentities, like {C
Caltech, UC Berrkeley}. Our go
oal is to create a
fu
function to meeasure the simillarity between an
a entity in th
he
ddataset and the query
, wheere a higher sccore measured by
b
,
implies a higher similaarity between the entity and th
he
qquery .

3. TH
HE INTER
RSECTION--DRIVEN
APPR
ROACH
The corre challenge in providing a queery-by-example service is to
figure oout what types oof entities a userr is looking for bbased on the
input eentities providedd by the user. Too convey how w
we approach
with an artificiall scenario.
this prooblem, we start w
In Exaample 1, whenn the user-provvided input is the query
x :
,
:
. . , what will be a reasonable
interpreetation of the usser’s intention? Both entities are associated
and :
with thhe tags :
as we can seee from ∩
:
, :
}. That is, both entities arre cities and
capitalss. Given this re sult, we may haave two interpreetations: the
user is looking for citiees that are also capitals, or the usser is simply
lookingg for cities, but tthe input exampples happen to bee capitals as
well. S
Since the secondd interpretation iss possible, not oonly :
but alsso :
shhould be weighed when we iddentify other
similar entities.

22.1 Tag gen
neration
W
We start the disccussion of our tag-entity
t
modell with an artificiial
eexample, as show
wn in Fig. 1, to explain
e
how tagss are generated. In
thhis example, wee say a user read
ds the content off a Wikipedia pag
ge
aabout Washingto
on D.C.; then, the
t user labels the
t page with th
he
taags City, Capita
al, North Ameriica, etc. Note th
hat a tag does not
n
hhave to be the same
s
word used
d in the content;; for example, th
he
cconcept of a mettropolis is match
hed by the tag City.
C
In most sociial
ccollaboration pro
ojects, a user caan select any ph
hrase as a tag, i.e.
fr
free-form tagging
g. The phrase may
m be an existin
ng tag, a modifieed
pphrasing of an ex
xisting tag, or ev
ven a newly creatted tag.

In the iintersection-drivven approach, if a tag is associateed with only
a subseet of input exam
mples, we claim that the user iss unlikely to
only loook for entities associated withh such a tag. F
For instance,
althouggh the input enttity Beijing is aalso associated w
with the tag
:
, it is unlikelyy that the user is only looking for cities in
Asia beecause this tag iss not associated with :
. .

3.1 S
Similarity M
Measuremen
nt
Here, w
we define the deegree of similariity between an eentity
the queery
as follows:

Fig. 1 Thee data model
A
Although we illu
ustrate our tag-eentity model by considering “wiiki
ppages” as entitiees and their titlles as identifierrs, the content of
eentities are not limited to plaiin texts. Our prroposed solutions
uutilize only tag information, ign
noring the conteent of entity. Th
his
ssimplification allows our techniiques to be broaadly applicable to
nnon-textual datasset as well.

,

∩

∩

|

(1)

∩

standss for tags assocciated with all eentities in a
The syymbol
query, i.e. ∩
∩ ∩ … ∩ , ∀ ∈ . In Exam
mple 1, if a
,
:
. . ,
query cconsists of entitties x :
the set ∩
:
,
:
.

W
We use
to represent all en
ntities in a dattaset, that is, th
he
uuniverse of entitiies. We use
, , … to represent the taags
aassociated with . The univeerse of tags is denoted by
,
referring to all taags in a dataset.

Accordding to our definnition in Equatioon (1), the moree tags in ∩
an entitty is associated w
with, the more ssimilar (to the quuery ) the
entity iis. For instance,, if an entity
is a city but noot a capital,
such ass the entity :
, itt is associated w
with :
but nott with :
. According too the similarity ddefinition in
Equatioon (1), the rankking score is
:
,
1,
meaninng that the enttity :
has only one tag in
commoon with ∩ ; L
Likewise, the eentity
:
has the
rankingg score of
:
,
∩ ∩
2 , meaning
that thee entity :
has two tagss in common witth ∩ .

W
We illustrate ourr notations with the
t following ex
xample:
E
Example 1 Conssider a dataset th
hat contains four entities:
:
 :
,
,
,
:
. . :
,
,
:
 :
,
,
,
:
 :
,
Inn this example, the
t dataset contaains a total of six
x tags:
:
, :
, :
, :
,
:
, :

|

and

□
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Inn the above exam
mple, our approach ranks :
higher thaan
thhe entity :
. Thiss result seems inttuitive because no
n
m
matter whether the
t user’s intentt is to find cities or to find citiies
thhat are also capitals,
c
the en
ntity
:
is always an
a
aappropriate answ
wer. The entity
y :
is inferior to
:
becaause :
is an inap
ppropriate answ
wer
iff the user’s inten
nt is to find citiees that are also capitals.
c
Since we
w
ccannot deny succh a possibility, ranking :
higher thaan
:
is reasonable.

∩

1

(2)

, wheree
is the num
mber of entities in the query. If the value of
is 20 % and the numbber of input exam
mples is 3, the prrobability of
missingg the tag
in ∩ is close to a half (48.8%)). When the
numberr of input exampples increases too 10, the chancee of missing
the des ired tag increasees to 89.26%.

3.2.2 Partial Weigghting Generaalization
To genneralize the interrsection-driven aapproach for addressing the
missingg tag effect, onee solution is to asssign scores in rreal number,
insteadd of either zero oor one, to tags thhat are associateed with only
some entities in a qquery. In the previous exam
mple (
:
. ., :
, we now asssign 0.5 to
these tags:
:
,
:
:
,
,
:
, and :
, because wee have two
entitiess in the query annd each tag assoociates with onlyy one entity.
These ttags, although nnot in ∩ ({ :
, are noow assigned
partial weights in reeal numbers, annd thus contribbute to the
similariity function
,
. As a result,
:
,
2 because not oonly the tag :
contribuutes 1 point,
but alsso :
and :
contribute 0.5 points
separattely. Similarly,,
:
,
1.5 and
:
,
2. The system retturns a better raanking result
{1st poosition: “ :
andd :
”, 2nnd position:
“ :
” and “ :
” .

33.2 Challen
nges
W
We create Examp
ple 2 based on our
o observations on the Wikiped
dia
ddataset. The exam
mple illustrates and highlights the
t challenges we
w
eexpect to encoun
nter in a real dataset. In Examplee 2, an underlineed
nnotation signifiees that a tag iss very popular. Also, we strik
kethhrough a tag, reepresenting that a tag-entity relaation should exiist
bbut does not appeear in a real dataaset.
E
Example 2 Conssider a dataset th
hat contains six entities.
e
:
 :
,
,
,
, China
a, Object }
:
. .  :{City, Capital,
North Ameerica, Object }
:
 :{City, Capiital, Europe,
Summer Olympic,
O
Object }
:
 :{City, North America, Object }
:
 :{Suummer Olympic,, Object }
:
 :{City, Europe, Object }
Inn this example, the
t dataset contaains a total of eig
ght tags:
:
, :
, :
, :
,
:
, :
, :
, :

1

The strrategy weights taags that appear in ∩ the most hheavily, and
thus ennsures that we ffollow the same intuition: the m
more tags in
∩
an entity is associaated with, the moore similar (to thhe query )
the enttity is. Moreoveer, in case the inntent cannot be captured in
∩
, thee strategy helpss the system retuurn some relateed results as
long ass some tags are associated with one or more enntities in the
query.

□

33.2.1 Missing
g Tag Effect
N
Not only in Exaample 2, but also
o in practice a tag-entity relatio
on
ccan be missing. There are seveeral possible reaasons of why th
his
m
may happen. In any social collaaboration projectt, a newly createed
eentity might not be well tagged until its editors finish revising all
a
thhe content of th
he entity. At thee same time, thee community maay
nnot be aware of a newly created
d tag or may deccide not to use th
he
nnewly created tag
g for other entities.

Such a generalization bbrings more entiities to results. F
For example,
in Exxample 2, asssigning partiaal weight too the tag
:
brings :
too the result.
Neverthheless, introduciing this suspicioous result may noot be a good
idea. T
Therefore, if the system already returns satisfiedd results, we
tend too not adopt genneralization unleess the user askks for more
results..

M
Missing tag-entitty relations could
d cause the systeem to misinterprret
uuser intent. Forr example, suppose that a usser’s query
:
. ., :
has beeen issued again
nst
E
Example 2 daataset; since th
he tag
:
is missing in
:
. . , and th
he tag :
is missing in
:
, the intersection–driiven approach interprets
i
the usser
}.
inntention as findiing entities asso
ociated with the tag { :
G
Given these two
o input entities, intuitively, we feel that such an
a
innterpretation “O
Object” is problem
matic because th
he interpretation is
tooo general. The intersection–driiven approach co
onsiders the entiity
:
as
an
irreleevant
one,
and
suggessts
thhat :
,
:
, and :
are
a
eequally similar to
o the query .

3.2.3 Popularity B
Bias
Both rresults in the pprevious researcch [5] and ressults in our
experim
ments show thaat the number oof tags associatted with an
entity ffollows a power law distributionn. That is, only a few entities
are ass ociated with a llarge number off tags, and mostt entities are
associaated with a smalll number of tagss.
We deffine the popularrity of an entityy based on thee number of
tags asssociated with , denoted by | |. Then, an entitty is more
popularr than another enntity if | | | |. Similarly, we say that
| |
a tag is more populaar than another ttag ′ if |
′ |,
where
representss the set of all enntities associatedd with .

T
The impact of th
he missing tag efffect is more pro
onounced as mo
ore
eentities are included in a query. Suppose that a user
u is looking for
f
a set of entities associated with
h a tag ; ideaally, the tag
is
eexpected to be associated
a
with all
a the entities in
n the query. If we
w
uuse the notation to represent the
t probability of
o missing the taag
, the probabiility of
being
g not associateed with all inp
put
eexamples becomes

We deffine the populariity entity-bias ass follows: if we measure the
similariity between an eentity and a query based on tag information
in the qquery, we tend tto favor entitiess that are more ppopular. For
examplle, a query
consists of
:
,
:
. To
processs the query, wee firstly identify all cities. Thenn, to further
rank alll cities, we asssign full weightt (1.0) to the taag City, and
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, each tag in
associaated with more tags than :
contribbutes a higher rannking score thann a tag in :

ppartial weight (0.5) to these tags: Capital, Asia, Summer Olympiic,
C
China, Europe and
a Object. Sincce most of the taags originate fro
om
:
, entiities similar to :
are more likely to be
b
returned in the reesult and ranked in higher positio
ons.

We callculate the relevvance score for every entity inn the dataset
with E
Equation (4). Foor instance, thee entity :
gets a
relevannce score of 1.339 points by sum
mming up the sscore of the
tags aassociated with
:
, including :
(0.53),
:
(0.33), andd :
(0.2), :
(0.33).

T
The popularity bias
b
happens in tags as well, and
a we name th
his
kkind of bias as popularity tag--bias. We arguee that although a
ppopular tag like Object in Exaample 2 is associated with som
me
innput example(s)), this popular taag is probably not the concept th
he
uuser intends to search for. That is, the tag :
exists in ∩
pprobably only beecause it is popu
ular, i.e. |
:
| is a larg
ge
nnumber. In Exam
mple 2, if we rand
domly select two
o entities to creaate
a query, :
is the most likely tag shown in
i ∩.

, still coontribute the
Tags beelonging to the set ∩ , such as :
highestt ranking scoress. Therefore, thee balanced votinng approach
clings tto our belief thatt tags shared by all entities in a query likely
capturee a user’s intenntion; meanwhile, it compenssates biases
caused by a popularr entity in a query. Compaared to our
intersecction-driven appproach, each taag in a popularr entity like
:
contributess less influence in terms of rannking scores
now. T
This difference makes our balaanced voting appproach less
sensitivve to the popularrity entity-bias.

44. BALANC
CED VOTIN
NG MODE
EL
W
We now further refine the intersection-driven ap
pproach to includ
de
thhe following pro
operties: (1) a po
opular entity in a query should not
n
uunfairly influencce the results succh that the resultts are similar on
nly
too the popular en
ntity, but not to
o others, and (2)) even a few taageentity relations are
a missing in in
nput examples, the
t system shou
uld
bbe able to identiffy relevant entities based on tagss associated with
ha
ssubset of input ex
xamples.

5. O
ONE-CLASS
S PROBABIILISTIC M
MODEL
So far, we view the sim
milarity measureement as determiining a good
weightiing scheme foor tags associaated with inputt examples.
Alternaatively, we cann consider the pproblem as com
mputing the
probabiility that an entiity is the target a user is lookingg for. Given
some eentities as possiible results, we can then rank the entities
based oon the calculatedd probabilities.

T
To achieve the above
a
desired properties, in this model, we defin
ne
thhe similarity bettween an entity and the query
as follows:
1
,

∈
0 ,

| |

,

, if

∈

:
.

(3)

We star
art by thinking aabout how peoplle create a queryy for finding
similar items. We thinkk that a user firsttly has a desiredd property in
mind, and then the uuser tries to reccall some entities with the
desiredd property basedd on his/her know
wledge. If the inntent can be
captureed by a tag (or taags) in a dataset,, entities associaated with the
tag(s) inn the dataset aree considered as ssimilar entities.

,

(4)
∈ ∩
E
Equation (3) can
n mitigate both
h the missing taag effect and th
he
ppopularity entity
y-bias. In a nutsshell, we consid
der every entity in
thhe query as hav
ving a total score of one in Eq
quation (3). Theen,
eeach tag associatted with the entiity is assigned an
n equal portion of
thhe entity’s scoree. The non-zero assignment alleviates the missin
ng
taag effect in thaat we now value significance of tags that are
a
m
missing in some input exampless. Furthermore, the
t assigned sco
ore
oof a tag is inversely proportionaal to | |, i.e., th
he number of tags
aassociated with . As a result, a tag originatin
ng from a popullar
eentity will get a lower score th
han a tag origin
nating from a leess
ppopular entity, allleviating the pop
pularity entity bias.
∪

We prropose the onee-class probabiliistic model baased on the
followiing assumptionss. At first, we aassume that a uuser’s intent
correspponds to one ttag
in a daataset. Since thhe intent is
unprediictable, we claaim that the ddesired tag
is randomly
selectedd from all tags. Then, once thee desired tag is sselected, the
user raandomly selects | | entities from
to synnthesize the
query, w
with .
aree all entities that are associated w
where

5.1 M
Measuring S
Similarity U
Using Probaability

Inn Equation (4), we introduce the
t symbol ∪ to represent tags
aassociated with one or more en
ntities in a querry
, where th
he
ssymbol ∪ stand
ds for the notiion “union”. We
W calculate th
he
relevance score for every entity
y in the dataset with
w Equation (4)
(
bby summing up the
t relevance sco
ores of all tags associated
a
with th
he
eentity. Here,
,
representts the relevance score
s
of the tag
too the query . Note that in th
his equation we assign a non-zeero
sscore to each tag in ∪ ; therefo
ore, a tag assocciated with only
y a
ssubset of the inp
put entities will still get a non
n-zero score. Th
he
ffollowing examp
ple shows how th
he scores are com
mputed under th
his
ddefinition.

In ordeer to better unnderstand how our one-class pprobabilistic
model works, in this section we disscuss the modeel under the
premisee that there is no missing taggs in the dataseet. We will
reconsiider the problem
m of missing tagss later in the nextt section.

Inn Example 2, each
e
tag associiated with the entity
e
:
ggains 0.2 points because
b
five tags are associated with it. Similarlly,
eeach tag associaated with the entity
e
:
gets 0.33 pointts.
N
Namely, if a qu
uery
consists of { :
, :
}, th
he
:
,
0.2 0.33 0.53 . Althoug
gh
:
is

In Equaation (5), the
|
stands ffor the probabilitty that a tag
is thhe desired tag w
when the system is given the useer query ;
|
stands for thee probability thaat the system shhould return
an entitty if the desirred tag is . Heere, we assume that all tags

When a query
is ggiven, based on our one-class pprobabilistic
model, the probability that is what a user is lookingg for can be
computted as
|

647

≜

|

∗

|

(5)

aare independent from each oth
her, so we can
n sum up all th
he
pprobability scorees when more thaan one tag is con
nsidered.

Equatioon (8) has an aadvantage of alleeviating the poppularity tagbias beecause the system
m will assign a llow value to
|
for a
popularr tag. The equattion conveys thee notion: when a rarely seen
|: a small number) is shhared by all enttities of the
tag (|
query, the probability that the rarely seen tag is whhat the user
desires is high becauuse it is unlikelly that input exxamples are
associaated with the tagg by chance. As a result, Equatioon (8) places
|: a large
more vvalue on it than on a popular coommon tag (|
numberr).

U
Using Bayes’ theorem,
t
we caan find an equ
uivalent form to
E
Equation (5), as shown
s
in Propossition 1.
P
Proposition 1 Ranking entities based on
o
eequivalent to ranking entities through
h the
∑ ∈
| . That is,
∝

|

is
formu
ula

In Exaample 2, supposse that we see a tag :
in ∩ ; we
could aargue that :
exists beccause a user is looking for
objectss, or because :
is asssociated with allmost every
entity iin the dataset. If |
:
| is a large nnumber, the
chance of the latter iss high, and thuus we could reaason the tag
:
might not b e the desired tagg. In other words, the model
alleviattes popularity tag-bias througgh assigning a low value
|
to a popular ttag.

(6)

∈
a derivations an
nd
(Proof) Because of space constraaints, we defer all
pproofs in this secction to the appen
ndix*.
G
Given a query , | | is the nu
umber of input examples. In th
his
m
model, if the taag
is the deesired tag, repreesenting a userr’s
inntention, our preemise says that the query is creeated by random
mly
| represents th
sselecting | | en
ntities from the set
.|
he
| t |
nnumber of entitiees associated with a tag , so we
w have
X
ddistinct choices to
t create a querry because the user
u
can random
mly
|
|
sselect | | entitiies from
, where
he
stands for th

5.2 R
Refinement of the Apprroach
In this section, we deaal with the missing tag effect. W
We start with
introduucing some new
w notations forr extending ouur one-class
probabiilistic model.
The funnction
reeturns entities thhat are relevant tto the tag
| is the number
but thee tag-entity relattion is missing, and |
of entiities missing thhe tag
. Forr instance, in E
Example 2,
:
={ :
}.

nnumber of combiinations in a set with | | distinct elements. Since
|
|
thhe query
is one
o of the
outcomes, the probability of
hhaving

being the query and

being the desirred tag is

mbol
denotees the number off entities missingg a tag in
The sym
a query
ry. For examplee, in Example 2, a query { :
,
:
. . ,
:
} has valuees
3
becausee the query conntains three inpuut examples, andd for the tag
:
,
1 becauuse only one enntity ( :
.
) is misssing the tag :
.

1
|

(7)

|

Inn this model, entities
e
in the query are seleccted from entitiies
aassociated with the desired taag
, represen
nting the desireed
pproperty in the user’s
u
mind. If all
a tag-entity relaations in a datasset
aare established, the desired tag must be one off the tags that are
a
sshared by all en
ntities in the queery, i.e., ∈ ∩ . In addition, we
w
kknow an entity can be a simillar entity to the query only if th
he
ddesired tag is associated with the entity, i.e., ∈ . Thus, for
f
aany entity , onlly tags in
∩ ∩ are considerred.

The sym
mbol stands fo
for the number oof all entities in our dataset;
the sym
mbol ∪ represeent all tags assoociated with “att least one”
input exxample. Then, w
we generalize Prooposition 2 as foollows:
Propossition 3 Whenn considering thhe missing tags effect , we
show that ∑ ∈
|
in Proposition 1 can be
approxximated by the foollowing formulaa:

If an entity is associated with
h two or more taags in ∩ , we su
um
uup all probabilitty values to gett the probability
y of the entity
bbeing a similar entity. Then, we
w rank every entity
e
in a datasset
bbased on this pro
obability.

|
∈

∈

∩

|

∪

W
We summarize th
he above discusssions as follows::
P
Proposition 2 If every tag is
i correctly asssociated with all
a
eentities to which it is related (no missing tag), wee show that

|

|

|

|

1

|
∈

∗

(9)

1

∈

∩

∩

|

|

(8)
,where we claim that thhe dataset has tthe following prooperties: (1)
| and ≫ |
| and (2) |
| |
| ≫
≫|
.

a
(Proof) See the appendix.

f) See the appenddix.
(Proof)
*

The tw
wo properties in P
Proposition 3 aree easily satisfiedd in practice.
| and ≫ |
|, iss satisfied if
The firrst property, ≫ |

The appendix can
c be download
ded from http://oaak.cs.ucla.edu/
~
~chucheng/publication/SAC_201
12_Appendix_C
Chucheng.pdf
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thhe number of all entities in a daataset is larger th
han the number of
eentities associatted with any individual tag. In most sociial
ccollaboration projects, the num
mber of entitiess is a very larg
ge
nnumber, for exam
mple, 3,459,565 entities in our experiment
e
datasset
(W
Wikipedia), so the property iss satisfied. The second propertty,
|
| |
| ≫
, is also satisfied beecause we believ
ve
thhat in practice a user provides a small portion off desired results as
innput examples and
a expects a sizable number of results
r
[1].

are gennerated by humaan, and some taag-entity relationns might be
missingg.
We connsider every wikki page as an enttity, so the namee (page title)
of the w
wiki page becom
mes a unique ideentifier of the enntity. For tag
informaation, every wikki page containss “category” entrries, and we
consideer each categoryy as a tag. Whenn a category is llabeled with
an articcle, we consider the category (thhe tag) is associaated with the
article (the entity). Thhe dataset conttains 471,443 uunique tags,
3,459,5565 entities, and 13,196,971 assoociations.

|/
T
The part of the equation |
can bee interpreted as an
a
aadjustment for missing
m
a tag in some input examples.
e
When
na
taag is shared by all the input en
ntities, the numb
ber
is zero an
nd
thhis part of the eq
quation becomess one, meaning that
t no adjustmeent
aare required. Ass the number of input entities missing a tag
inncreases (
inccreases), the vallue decreases exp
ponentially. Thu
us,
thhis part adheress to the notion we learned in naïve
n
intersectio
on
m
model that tags in
n ∩ are importaant.
W
When we con
nsider the misssing tag effecct, the part 1/
1
|
| |
|
i
as a refinement for
f
can be interpreted
aaddressing the po
opularity of a taag. The concept is identical to th
he
|
|
eexplanation of 1/
P
2, where
w
we tend to
in Proposition
pplace more valu
ue on a rarely-sseen tag in the query
than a
ppopular tag, so th
hat the model allleviates the popu
ularity tag-bias.

Fig. 2 Size of categoryy distribution
| , the numberr of entities
In Fig.. 2, the x-axis refers to |
associaated with the tagg , and the y-aaxis refers to thee number of
tags w
with the size |
|. For exampple, the value oof y-axis of
“x=1” iis 79,870, whichh means that 799,870 tags (aboutt 16% of all
tags) apppear only oncee. These tags aree possibly newlyy created, or
they haave not yet been accepted by othher users. On thee other hand,
the righht-most point off the line in Fig. 2 is the Living People, and
its y vvalue, one, meaans that only tthis tag is assoociated with
413,98 1 entities (valuee of x-axis).

Inn our experimen
nts, since the ratiio of missing tag
gs is unknown, we
w
ssimply make the following assumption: 50
0% of tag-entiity
relations being missing. Thus, if half tag-en
ntity relations are
a
|~|
| . In practical, to
m
missing, we cou
uld conclude |
m
make a reasonable approximation
n of tag-missing
g ratio requires th
he
uunderstanding off target datasets and
a some heuristic trials.

66. EXPERIIMENT

The chhart in Fig. 2 shhows that some tags are extrem
mely popular
and maany tags are unppopular. Our stattistics show thatt about 16%
of tagss are singleton, 74% of tags aare associated w
with 2 to 50
entitiess, and less than 10% of tags aree associated withh more than
|>
fifty enntities (|
>50). Golder ett al. [5] reporteed a similar
distribuution on Del.iciio.us data wheree a power law distribution
was alsso observed.

E
Evaluating effectiveness of diffeerent approaches is a challengin
ng
taask because thee quality of resu
ults is subjectivee and no standaard
ccorpus exists. Th
hus, we think th
he best way to evaluate
e
a rankin
ng
aalgorithm is to build a search engine and seee how well useers
pperceive our new
w ranking results.
S
Some IR commu
unities, such as TREC
T
(Text retrrieval conferencce;
hhttp://trec.nist.go
ov), provide daatasets for evaaluating keywo
ord
ssearch. Unfortun
nately, those datasets are not co
ollected for testin
ng
qquery-by-examplle search. As a result,
r
we downlload the dataset of
W
Wikipedia and create
c
a search interface on top of the dataset for
f
ccollecting user su
urveys+.

6.2 E
Effectivenesss Evaluatioon
Evaluatting the similariity between an enntity and a queryy is difficult
becausee whether the enntity is similar too another entity in the query
is subjeective. For exam
mple, someone might argue thaat the entity
Nikon (a manufactureer of cameras) iis not similar too the entity
Toyotaa (a manufactureer of cars), but annother person m
may feel they
are sim
milar because booth of them are Japanese compaanies. Thus,
we dec ide to create a benchmark through conducting uuser surveys.

Inn this section, we are going to provide the overview of our
o
ddataset, explain the design of th
he surveys, and
d then analyze th
he
uusers’ satisfaction scores for each
h proposed algorrithm.

66.1 A study
y of Dataset – Wikipediia
W
We implement ou
ur system based
d on a Wikipediaa snapshot dumpeed
oon November 3rrd, 2009. Wikip
pedia is the larg
gest collaborativ
ve
eencyclopedia, an
nd it contains more than 3 million
m
articles in
E
English. The colllaborative naturee means that all tags in Wikiped
dia
+

6.2.1 Experiment design
We colllected 600 validd questionnaires from 69 studennts in UCLA
to creaate a benchmarkk for evaluatingg user satisfactiion. In each
questioonnaire, the sysstem randomly selects one off 10 pre-set
scenariios (listed in thee appendix), whhere every scenaario contains
two to tthree entities to form a query.

The user survey
ys can be downlo
oaded from http://oak.cs.ucla.ed
du/
~chucheng/pub
blication/qbe_survey_results_pu
ublic.zip
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O
Once the scenario is selected, th
he query is issu
ued to our systeem
aand we collect th
he top 200 resu
ults from each allgorithm. We mix
m
aall the top 200 results, and thee questionnaire is then generateed
thhrough randomlly selecting entitties from the miixed set. Note th
hat
w
we run a custom
mized questionn
naire generation
n process so th
hat
hhigh-rank resultss are reviewed by more person
ns. Entities in th
he
ffirst few pagess, high-ranked results, are often considereed
im
mportant becausse users tend to read
r
results acco
ording to the ord
der
oof entities. With
h limited resourcce (questionnairre takers), we are
a
m
more interested in
i knowing how
w each approach performs in theese
hhigh rank results. Therefore, in the process of questionnaiire
ggeneration, 30 questions are drawn from high-rank
h
entitiees,
pparticularly the entity
e
in the top
p 40 results of any
a model, and 10
qquestions are draawn from the oth
her entities.

Fig. 4 Comparison of differeent models (top 440)
In Fig.. 4, our one claass probabilisticc model outperrforms other
modelss in the top 10 rresults; our balaanced voting moodel and our
one claass probabilisticc model have hiigh user satisfacctions while
comparring top 40 resuults. We notice that the intersection model
and Gooogle Sets returnn approximately only 25 entities on average.
As a reesult, the averagge user satisfactiion promptly droops in that a
user caannot find any results. The proobabilistic moddel reports a
promisiing result: 5.266% more satisfaction than the G
Google Sets
based oon 2400 questionns in 600 questioonnaires.

Fig
g. 3 A screen cliip of a questionn
naire
T
To avoid bias, questionnaire taakers are unaw
ware of how theeir
qquestionnaires arre generated. Th
hey are told that entities in a queery
bbelong to a grou
up where all en
ntities share som
me properties (th
he
inntent of the querry). They are assked to examine whether an entiity
inn a questionnairre belongs to thee intent of the qu
uery. The intent of
thhe query, such as Car Manuffacturers, is nott revealed to th
he
qquestionnaire tak
ker. They are assked to read thee Wikipedia pag
ges
aand make an evaaluation of possiible intentions to
o the query. Fig.. 3
iss a (partial) snap
pshot of a questio
onnaire.

6.2.3 Discussion
Althouggh the algorithm
ms of Google Sets are not diisclosed, we
comparre our results aggainst its result bbecause Google is currently
the leadding search engiine and Google Sets aims to sollve the same
problem
m: finding sim
milar items throough quires coonsisting of
examplles.

E
Every questionn
naire contains 50
5 entities; how
wever, 10 of 50
5
eentities are know
wn to be clearly unrelated
u
to the query for filterin
ng
oout invalid surveeys. If any pre-set unrelated entiity is marked ass a
ppositive examplee, we rule out th
he entire question
nnaire. Thus, on
nly
6600 of 714 questtionnaires are co
onsidered valid after
a
the screenin
ng
pprocess, and a tottal of 24,000 feeedbacks are colleected.

66.2.2 Benchm
marks and Ressults
W
We use Equatio
on (10) to calcu
ulate the satisfacction score of an
a
eentity to a query
y. Whenever a questionnaire
q
tak
ker reports a goo
od
aanswer, the corrresponding entiity earns the fu
ull credit of on
ne.
W
While he cannot make a clear ju
udgment, we stilll assign 0.5 poiint
too the entity. After
A
averaging
g scores of an
n entity, a hig
gh
ssatisfaction scoree implies that most
m
users belieeve that the entiity
aand entities in the
t query are siimilar. And a score
s
close to 0.5
0
ccould imply a situation that useers hold their opinions.
o
We theen
cconsider the sattisfaction scoress as benchmark
ks for evaluatin
ng
ddifferent algorith
hms.
#

F
Fig. 5 One class probabilistic m
model vs. Googlee Sets
Fig. 5 ddemonstrates a qquery in which m
most survey respponders feel
the resuults provided byy Google Sets aare inferior or qquestionable.
We creeate a query {Beeijing, Atlanta}, where the intennt behind the
query i s to find cities thhat hosted the O
Olympic Games. Google Sets
America. In
seems to interpret ouur intent as findding cities in A
contrasst, our one-classs probabilistic m
model identifiess cities that
hosted the Olympic Gaames.
Thoughh which interprretation is betteer is controverrsial, during
intervieews after the suurvey, many respponders said thaat their first
impresssions after seeinng {Beijing, Attlanta} shown inn the query
were aabout the eventt that Beijing hosted the 20008 Summer
Olympiics, or about thee notion that botth of them are m
metropolises.
Even ffor responders ppreferring the nnotion “metropoolises”, they
were sttill unhappy whhen seeing a reesult that is biassed towards
Atlantaa and neglects prroperties contribbuted by Beijing..

0.5
5∗#

(10)
#
F
Fig. 4 contains th
he comparison results
r
of all mo
odels based on th
he
teen scenarios we
w use in experriments. In add
dition to the fo
our
aalgorithms propo
osed in the paperr, we add Googlle Sets [6] and th
he
teerm frequency–
–inverse documeent frequency (T
TFIDF) algorith
hm
innto the compariison. The x-axiss represents for top results, an
nd
thhe y-axis indicaates the running average of satissfaction scores for
f
toop results.

7. RE
ELATED R
RESEARCH
H
The sttudy of social collaboration tagging system
m has been
attractinng attention froom researchers. M
Mathes [9] inveestigated the
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Our proposed framework not only provides an ability to find
similar items, but also shows the application potential of social tag
information. We demonstrate that the task can be accomplished
through providing a query consisting of entities and using only tag
information, even though the tag information is uncontrolled and
noisy. Through this study, queries for finding similar items, such
as “Honda or Toyota or similar”, are handled properly. Our
research also highlights the value of using social collaboration
data, tag clouds, to refine existing search technologies.

social tag data and pointed out that it was a fundamentally chaotic.
Shirkly [12] also argued that using tag information is difficult
because a user has the freedom of choosing any word he or she
wants as a tag. Later, Gloder et al. [5] analyzed the structure of
collaborative tagging systems on top of Del.icio.us data and
concluded that tag data follow a power law distribution. Their
studies back up our argument that some tags are extremely
popular while others are rarely used.
Despite the challenges in using tag-entity information, many
researchers continue to work in the field and have shown the
potential of social tag clouds. Tso-Sutter et al. [14] used
relationships among tags, users, and entities to recommend
possible interesting entities to users. Penev et al. [10] used
WordNet to acquire terms relating to a tag and applied TFIDF
[11] similarity on both the tags and their related terms for finding
similar entities (pages in their research). They used WordNet to
interpret the meaning of tags, trying to measure the similarity
between entities based on keywords through expanding tags with
WordNet. Although we aim to solve similar problems, our
approaches focus on using only tag information, because we
believe, as Strohmaier et al. [13] suggested, that users use social
tags for categorizing and describing resources.
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We believe that our study can benefit many applications. For
example, Givon et al. [4] showed that social tags can be used in
dealing with recommendations in large-scale book datasets.
Moreover, the keyword generation task can be considered as a
similar problem, for example, Fuxman et al [3] draw an analogy
from a keyword to a url and an entity to a tag. Finding similar
entities based on shared tags is similar to finding related keywords
based on shared urls that users click on.
Many researchers also work on tag ranking or tag aggregation.
Recently, Wetzker et al. [15] focused on creating a mapping
between personal tags to aggregate tags with the same meaning,
Heymann et al. [7] used tag information to organize library data,
Wu et al. [16] explained how to avoid noise and compensate for
semantic loss, Liu et al. [8] studied how to rank tags based on
importance, and Dattolo et al. [2] studied how to identify similar
tags through detecting relationships between them.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of finding similar items
with query-by-example interface on top of social tag clouds. We
introduced three approaches, and built a search engine on top of
them, creating a benchmark for evaluating the users’ satisfaction
through collecting 600 questionnaires. The experiment results
suggest that social tag data, even though they are uncontrolled and
noisy, are sufficient for finding similar items. Finally, we show
that both the voting model and the one-class probabilistic model
reach high user satisfaction.
We explain two important challenges of utilizing tag information:
popularity bias and the missing tag effect, and explain how to
overcome these difficulties through partial weight strategies and
probability utilization. We show that, in terms of users’
satisfaction, our algorithms are superior or at least compatible to
Google Sets and TFIDF model. Our approaches return hundreds
of relevant entities without sacrificing the quality in the top
results. Moreover, our models rely on only social tag information.
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